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  "We have to defend cultural development and artistic creation from banalities that some try to
impose from the outside,” said Cuban President Miguel Diaz-Canel.

During the closing ceremony of the 1st National Conference of the Culture Workers’ Union, the
Cuban President Miguel Diaz-Canel called for clarity to distinguish between creativity and the
commodification of art, as he claims sectors of society are aiming for the latter.

RELATED: Cuba: Havana Carnival Kicks Off With Music, Dances, Floats

“We have to defend cultural development and artistic creation from banalities, vulgarities and
paradigms that some try to impose from the outside,” said Diaz-Canel.“ And that can be
achieved from dialogue, debate, discourse.”

The president said there is people trying to do everything possible to keep government away
from culture, especially those opposing the revolution, when discussing issues. He warned
there’s a growing tendency of speaking about ‘art consumption; trying to turn art into a
commodity and putting personal enrichment before the development of authenticity.

“#CubaIsCulture. For an emancipatory platform in defense of our history, our culture and
our identity against the attempts to impose the capitalist and neoliberal restauration on
us. #Cuba #WereCuba”
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Diaz-Canel warned about the risks of culture homogenization through rupture of the people’s
historic memory, the negation of its history and identity, by perverse and alienating content. He
called for an artistic emancipatory platform to defend Cuba’s identity and highlighted the
Revolution’s cultural policy, emanating from Fidel’s discussions with artists and intellectuals,
and its achievements such as the literacy campaigns, artistic teaching systems, events and
arts’ development.

“History has shown us that the only answer to face that circumstance is unity, and cultural
debate must first defend unity and I think we can achieve that,” he concluded.

The Cuban president also reminded the public about the harm that the U.S. blockade, the most
comprehensive of any country in modern history, has done to the island, calling it "the greatest
obstacle for development in Cuba."

The conference started on Thursday with the aim to discuss the cultural environment of the
island as well as internal matters. A new 11-member National Committee was announced and
Nereyda Lopez Labrada was ratified as the union’s secretary general.

Lopez Labrada said the country’s cultural policy has always been the unity between culture and
liberty, and highlighted their responsibility in building Cuba’s future.  
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